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Grounding 
the Data—



What Are Your 

Observations?



Recording Observations 

Observations are raw data, the gradual accumulation of 
research information that you have consciously and 
carefully recorded 

— exactly the way you saw or 
heard it, with no interpretation.



After the Research 

After you complete your field research and have your 
observations, the next step is to make sense of your 
discoveries. 

Observations aren’t any good when they’re stuck in your 
head or stored on your laptop.  

You need to make them tangible 
and get them out and onto a 
physical space.



Grounding the data.



Grounding the Data 

There’s a variety of ways to do this, but they all involve 
putting your observations on paper.  

You can use regular paper, card stock, Post-It notes, or 
anything else that works for you.  

Aim for one observation per Post-It note or card.  

And don’t forget to print out any photos you took.  

This process is called, “grounding the data.”



Preparation for Synthesis 

• Each team should transcribe their research observations to 
Post-It notes or cards, and transfer them to the board.  

• Include key observations from secondary data that you 
gathered during your category immersion (i.e. the audit of 
category cliches). 

• Print out photographs taken from research (approx. 10 to 20). 

• Don’t edit yourself – it’s easy to cut later.



Insight 
Board—



Insight Board 

The next step is to take all those pieces of paper, photos, 
and any other memory aids (notes you took on the back of 
a napkin, brochures, business cards, and so on) and 
transfer them to what we call an “insight board.” 

In the synthesis workshop, you’ll use a large foam-core 
board, around 6 feet tall, 3 feet wide, which you’ll lean 
against a wall.  

Insight boards allow you to see all of your research 
findings together.



Example of an “Insight Board.”



Organizing Your Thinking 

Writing your ideas on paper and physically moving them 
around makes the entire process feel more real to 
everyone involved.  

It also makes it easier to organize your thoughts, and it 
can help you stay out of some easy-to-fall-into thinking 
traps. 



Synthesizing qualitative data.



Coding Your Observations 

It’s always a good idea to use different colors, paper 
sizes, or markings of some kind to code your key 
observations, supporting observations, and themes.  

It’s common to use different sized and shaped Post-It notes, 
but you can use anything you want, as long as it’s 
consistent and everyone understands what means what.  

• For example, you might start out with all of your 
observations on yellow notes.  

• After you identify the key observations, write those on 
blue notes. After you cluster and organize, mark your 
themes with a green note.



Code and organize observations into 
themes, to lay the foundation for 
generating insights.



Example of themes documented in a deliverable.



Opportunities 
to Ideas—



Not a solution 
 You’ve identified a gap and an advantage, but not the means 
of putting it into effect.  

Next, what you need are some ideas to execute the 
opportunity. That’s the focus of the Design Phase. 



“When people are looking at Macs in 
stores, they’re drawn to them in a very 
physical way. They don’t mind moving 
them around or touching them.” 

–Jonathan Ive



Observation  

(people in Mac stores like to touch the computers), to  

Insight 

(you’re rarely intimidated by something you want to touch 
and if you’re intimidated you don’t want to touch it), to  

Opportunity 

(give people an immediate sense of control over the 
technology by establishing an immediate physical connection 
between the user and the computer).



To say... 

“there’s an opportunity to 
make an impact on 
customers by creating a 
physical connection,”  

is wonderful, but it doesn’t do anything by itself.  

The issue is what are the specific ways to do that? 



“A really important function of the handle was that it makes an 
immediate physical connection… that completely transcends 
cultural and geographic boundaries.”  
 Jonathan Ive, “Apple’s Aesthetic Core”, Paper Magazine



The first thing to realize is that any old ideas won’t do.  

!

We’re looking for disruptive ideas 
—ideas that have the power to influence and to shape 
behavior. Ideas that stir the imagination and  

inspire a sense of possibility. 



Stumbling Block 1  
Teams and individuals feel overwhelmed, directionless, 
and lack focus.





Stumbling Block 2 
Many organizations still think of the world in terms of 
isolated products, services, and information. 



For example... 
The hybrid idea behind the iPhone is that it blends: 

product (e.g., iPhone with iPhone OS),  

service (iTunes+App Store),  

and information from the network (which includes wireless 
providers, Google, Yahoo!, iPhone developers, related iPhone 
social networks and communities, and the manufacturers).



Stumbling Block 3 
Most ideas never get articulated in anything other than 
water-cooler conversations.



Idea 
Refinement A—



Business Model  

A business model describes the rationale of 
how an organization creates, delivers, and 
captures value. 



Can be described through 9 

basic building blocks that show the logic of 
how a company intends to make money. 



Building 
Blocks—





The Value Propositions Building Block describes the bundle 
of products and services that create value for a specific 
Customer Segment. 

• Newness 

• Performance 

• Customization 

• Brand / Status / Design 

• Price 

• Convenience / Usability 

• Cost Reduction





The Customer Segments Building Block defines the different 
groups of people or organizations an enterprise aims to 
reach and serve. 

• Mass Market (i.e., don’t distinguish between different customer segments 
– common in consumer electronics sector) 

• Niche Market (i.e., specific, specialized customer segments) 

• Segmented (i.e., different needs and problems) 

• Diversified (i.e., two unrelated segments with very different needs, such 
as Amazon serving Web companies by selling “cloud computing 
services”) 

• Multi-sided Platform (i.e., serving two or more interdependent segments, 
such as a credit card company)





The Channels Building Block describes how a company 
communicates with and reaches its Customer Segments to deliver 
the Value Proposition. 

• Awareness: How do we raise awareness about our company’s products and 
services? 

• Evaluation: How do we help customers evaluate our organization’s Value 
Proposition? 

• Purchase: How do we allow customers to purchase specific products and 
services? 

• Delivery: How do we deliver a Value Proposition to customers? 

• After Sales: How do we provide post-purchase customer support?





The Customer Relationships Building Block describes the 
types of relationships a company establishes with specific 
Customer Segments. 

• Personal Assistance 

• Dedicated Personal Assistance 

• Self-Service 

• Automated Services 

• Communities 

• Co-creation





The Key Activities Building Block describes the most 
important things a company must do to make the Value 
Proposition work. 

• Production 

• Problem Solving 

• Platform / Network





The Key Resources Building Block describes the most 
important assets required to make the Value Proposition work. 

• Physical 

• Intellectual (brand patents, copyrights, data) 

• Human 

• Financial





The Key Partnerships Building Block describes the network of 
suppliers and partners that make the value proposition work. 

• Strategic alliances between non-competitors 

• Coopetition: strategic partnerships between competitors 

• Joint ventures to develop new businesses 

• Buyer-supplier relationships to assure reliable supplies





The Revenue Streams Building Block represents the cash a 
company generates from each Customer Segment (costs must 
be subtracted from revenues to create earnings). 

• Asset Sale 

• Usage Fee 

• Subscription Fees 

• Lending / Renting / Leasing 

• Licensing 

• Brokerage Fees 

• Advertising



Fixed Menu Pricing  

Predefined prices are based on static variables 

• List Price: Fixed prices for individual products, services, or other Value 
Propositions. 

• Product Feature Dependent: Price depends on the number or quality of 
Value Proposition features. 

• Customer Segment Dependent: Price depends on the type and 
characteristic of a Customer Segment. 

• Volume Dependent: Price is a function of the quantity purchased.



Dynamic Pricing  

Prices change based on market conditions 

• Negotiation (Bargaining): Price negotiated between two or more 
partners depending on negotiation power and/or negotiating skills. 

• Yield Management: Price depends on inventory and time of purchase 
(normally used for perishable resources such as hotel rooms or airline 
seats). 

• Real-Time-Market: Price is established dynamically based on supply and 
demand. 

• Auctions: Price is determined by outcome of competitive bidding.





The Cost Structure Building Block describes all costs incurred 
to operate a business model. 

• Fixed Costs (e.g., salaries, rents, utilities) 

• Variable Costs (vary proportionally with the volume of goods or services 
produced) 

• Economies of Scale (e.g., lower bulk purchase rates) 

• Economies of Scope (e.g., same distribution channels support multiple 
products)



Business 
Model 
Canvas—







Worksheet—







Examples—









Thank you—


